
“AMERICA’S #1 LOVE COACH”, SHAY LEVISTER
LAUNCHES ELITE LOVE COACHING PROGRAM AIMED

TO HELP SUCCESSFUL WOMEN FIND LOVE

Los Angeles, CA, (July, 2021) - After helping millions of women around the world navigate the
dating world through social media and her Diva University, “America’s #1 Love Coach” Shay
Levister is ready to help successful women find love with her new Elite Love Coaching
program. Unlike any other program out there, Elite Love Coaching is aimed exclusively for
single elite-successful women who refuse to settle when it comes to finding love.

As women become more successful the sad reality strikes that they’re less likely to find love.
Multiple studies have proven that women with higher levels of education and income tend to
have a harder time dating. Unfortunately, not all dating advice will work for successful women.
That is why Shay realized the importance of designing a program targeted specifically to the
wants and needs of elite women who are unable to find love.

“Using my scientifically-proven methods alongside my experience in love coaching and
scientific research with some of the nation’s most accomplished and successful women, my
intention is to always provide an unparalleled love manifestation and attraction experience
that you will not get with any other love coach.” - Shay Levister

With her methods specifically tailored to each individual, Shay’s love transformation process
is scientifically proven to have a 98% success rate and for Elite Love Coaching members their
experience will be unparalleled. For more information and to sign up you can visit at
www.shayyourlovediva.com.



About Shay

Shay Levister, known as “America's #1 Love Coach,” is a Certified Love TransformerTM,
international best-selling author and world-renowned speaker with a thriving coaching practice
that helps high-end singles all around the world. Shay Levister is not just a coach but also a
master neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) and rapid transformational therapy (RTT)
practitioner. Shay has developed a scientifically proven method that teaches women exactly
how to manifest and attract their soulmate in less than 30 days. Her mastery of the art and
science of love manifestation boasts a 98% success rate across the board. Strategically
designed to meet the needs of all women by giving them access to her intuitive and relatable
approach to love mastery and manifestation. Offering everything from "High-level love
mastery coaching for the busy executive to go-at-your-own pace E-courses, 1:1 sessions and
highly-targeted love bundles with more specialized focuses that eliminate love blocks and
increase feminine energy to attract their perfect partner. All humans make over 80% of their
decisions from their subconscious mind. Therefore, her method is a proprietary blend of
conscious, subconscious, scientific and metaphysical work to heal, transform with purpose
and intent. Her training in hypnotherapy will amplify and expedite your results.
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